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     I have always admired old-fashioned posters and broadsides from the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries.  Our cover features a somewhat fanciful English language version 
of a 1912 advertisement for an aviation demonstration which took place in Hatvan, 
Hungary. 

A note from the Editor 
     I hope that this issue’s article, “The Enduring Aviator” will inspire you to rediscover 

some of your own interests and passions - to encourage you to gather your fellow     

enthusiasts and generous experts around you, and to give you confidence in showcasing 

and sharing your own precious images and objects. 

     World renowned Hungarian aviation expert György Punka patiently answered my 

numerous requests and shared his enormous archives with me. Scholar/activist 

Zsuzsanna Miskolczy not only diligently translated a lot of material for this article – her 

attention to detail and kindness also gave me the confidence to better understand what is 

still a difficult language for me.  László Gondos, aviation historian and curator of the 

German-Hungarian aircraft production exhibition at the Hungarian Military History 

Museum and Institute kindly shared data with me, and as always, Gergely Sallay and 

Lorraine Weideman have helped me immensely. 

     My primary sources for this issue of the Magyar Front were the late Ándor Gibás’s 

excellent article in volume 12 of Aero História (1994) and A Magyar Repülés Története 

(Műszaki Könyvkiadó, Budapest, 1977). 

     I have always maintained that it is not the quantity one has in their collection that 

matters – it’s what we do with what we’ve got. I have known of many priceless        

accumulations packed away in closets, never seeing the light of day, and yet with some 

care and attention, a few humble medals or an old photograph can tell an exciting and 

historically significant story that not only satisfies our enthusiastic passions, but also can 

have far-reaching affects.  

     From an old magazine to online research havens like Fortepan and Google Earth,      

I found myself - friends and colleagues in tow, on a fascinating journey of discovery.  

True, this old Hungarian aviator’s story doesn’t entirely fall under the category             

of “military history,” however, how big a part of a soldier’s life is spent in battle       

anyway?  I feel enriched at having “met” Guidó Prodam, and I hope readers of the 

Magyar Front will experience a similar sense of awe and inspiration from his 

fascinating life story. 
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     With the good weather on the horizon, clean-up of the very overgrown grave sight 

will soon commence. Once that work is completed, specialists will repair the           

monument itself, and the tentative date for the unveiling ceremony is May 29th.       

IHMHPS members will be notified of details as they are confirmed. 

General Bauer Project Update 

Our New 2014-2018 Insignia 

This Issue’s Cover 

Our new 2014-2018 machine  

embroidered commemorative 

insignia is now available. 
 

It’s a colourful tribute to the 

centenary of the First World War 

and to our IHMHPS. 
 

$5.00 each (plus postage) 

Shown actual size. 
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The Enduring Aviator 
     One of the benefits of my IHMHPS membership is that I 

have access to an enormous amount of information about 

Hungarian military history. Among our members we have 

senior museum curators from the Hungarian Military History 

Museum in Budapest, and some of the world’s most experi-

enced collectors and historians.  Another perk is a poignant 

one – here in Vancouver I’m a kind of default repository for 

unwanted Hungarian language books and periodicals.            

I regularly get calls from old-timers who are disposing of 

their treasured Hungarians books because their descendants 

have no interest in them; and from descendents who have 

inherited such material and are about to deposit them into 

their recycle bins. My bookshelves are finite, so I spend  

considerable time trying to find people, institutions, church-

es, etc. – across Canada and the USA, who want to read 

Hungarian material. 

     While absorbing the vast collective knowledge of our 

experts, and having the privilege of viewing mind-boggling 

collections, I have also learned that even a few modest items, 

when curated with care and attention, can have great histori-

cal significance.  In fact, it was a tattered 1994 copy of the 

Hungarian aviation periodical Aero Histórica, sent to me 

because the original owner’s children “had no interest in 

such things,” which introduced me to an exciting piece of the 

historical puzzle and a fascinating new journey. 

     On page twenty-three was a grainy picture of a tired old 

Hungarian veteran, resplendent in the decorated uniform of a 

vice-president of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Associa-

tion.  I am painfully aware of the rarity of such photos, and 

not only was the portrait extremely interesting, showcasing 

rare rank insignia and medals, but the fellow also sported a 

rare World War I Field Pilot’s Badge!  I was shocked that     

I had never heard of him: Guidó Prodam. Not a very 

Hungarian name, as far as I was concerned.  I started to chew 

through the article, and it seemed that the story was about     

a Hungarian, born in a place called Fiume, who not only had 

a significant military career during the First World War,    

but prior to that was one of Hungary’s most famous aviation 

pioneers – and following that, he was a leader in the inter-

war Hungarian veterans’ movement. He must have been 

quite an inspiring character – an inventor and flyer at the 

very dawn of powered flight, apparently undaunted even 

by Peter Czink 

Guidó Prodam in the cockpit of the Horváth IIIC 

PRIVATE COLLECTION 
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     During this distressing period of Prodam’s life, he became 

interested in aviation – so much so, that he sought out the 

small group of fledgling pilots at a place called Rákosmező, 

a small airfield (Hungary’s first) with a few wooden hangers, 

located in what is now Budapest’s XVII District.  Before that 

year was over, he had already received a patent to build an 

airplane.  One of the key figures at Rákosmező airfield was 

Ernő Horváth (November 11th, 1883 – January 3rd, 1943),   

a Hungarian mathematics and physics teacher, pilot, and 

aircraft designer/builder – one of the most famous pioneers 

of Hungarian aviation.  He built airplanes of his own design 

with his students, however, following a crash in 1910 he 

engaged himself only in design and building.  His 1922 book 

A Repülőmotor (The Aircraft Engine) became a textbook for 

Austro-Hungarian flying schools.  It was as if Guidó Prodam 

had perfect timing – Horváth took him under his wing and 

became his mentor, and Prodam became the primary pilot of 

Horváth’s airplanes. 

     Prodam soloed in a Horváth II aircraft.  On June 11th, 

1911, he made taxiing trials, then on July 18th he flew     

almost 100m at an altitude of 20m – 30m.  He followed up 

with a smooth landing, turned the plane around, and then 

after numerous crashes.  Preoccupied with technology and 

fearless, I imagined him to be a real-life version of one of my 

favourite childhood characters, Caractacus Pott. 

     He was born on September 12th, 1882 (some sources list 

his day of birth as the 11th), in Fiume.  (Hungarians have 

traditionally used the Italian name – spelling it Fiumé,    

however, it’s known today by its Croatian name of Rijeka.)  

Originally it was a free port of the Holy Roman Empire, but 

in 1776 during the reign of the Empress Maria Theresa, the 

city was transferred to the Kingdom of Hungary.  The city 

briefly lost its autonomy in 1848 after being occupied by 

Croatia, but regained it in 1868 when it rejoined Hungary.  

Until 1924, the city of Fiume existed as an autonomous   

entity with elements of statehood. 

     Prodam’s father was a wealthy pharmacist, who encour-

aged his son to study pharmacology.  He earned his degree at 

the University of Kolozsvár in 1904, and then worked in 

Torontál County.  He was married after two years of practic-

ing his profession and then rented his father-in-law’s      

pharmacy in Torontálzichyfalva, and later in Istvánvölgy.  

The young couple had two children, but his wife died after 

three years of marriage, in 1910.  That year, Prodam gave up 

his career as a pharmacist and moved to Budapest. 

I stumbled across this remarkable photograph (number 41538) at Fortepan (www.fortepan.hu), which was 

miscatagorized as an unknown aircraft from 1919.  It is clearly a Horváth designed monoplane from around 

1911 or 1912.  Guidó Prodam stands on the left, and the well-dressed gentleman on the right is Ernő Horváth. 

Continued on page 6... 
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The Horváth IIIC Fecske (Swallow) 

FROM A MAGYAR REPÜLÉS TÖRTÉNETE 
USED WITH PERMISSION 
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of a pocket watch to regulate his precious little fuel.  He 

headed towards Kőbánya, but the visibility deteriorated 

above Ferencváros, so he couldn’t clearly see Rákosmező 

Airfield.  Eventually, a little beyond the railway tracks of the 

village of Cinkota, he managed to land in the cabbage field 

of a local Bulgarian horticulturalist.  While still rolling, one 

of his wheels was damaged in a collision with a well.   

     Prodam’s skill and determination brought him more and 

more fame.  He regularly broke international altitude records.  

He was the first person to glide in a powered aircraft: in the 

Horváth IIIA he ascended to a few hundred metres, then 

switched off the engine and came in for a dead-stick landing.  

This was seen as an incredibly bold action, and it was well 

noted by the foreign media.  Prodam also kept himself busy 

teaching many people to fly. At the end of November of 

1911 he returned to his hometown of Fiume to demonstrate 

at an air show, and on December 10th he flew the Horváth 

IIIA above Quarnero Bay, taking off from a 30m by 200m 

piece of rocky land.  He was watched by 30,000 spectators, 

including Archduke Joseph and his family, and the governor 

of Fiume. 

     To make things official, on January 30th, 1912 Prodam 

passed the extra strict pilot-examination at Rákosmező    

Airfield with the Horváth IIIA - he was the first one to pass 

this exam with a Hungarian built plane, and earned pilot’s 

license “number three.” 

     In May of 1913 he went back to Fiume to demonstrate at 

another air show.  During rehearsals, on May 12th, he struck 

a rock on landing, and damaged the undercarriage of his  

airplane, however, after making the necessary repairs, he was 

able to take part in the show on May 16th.  He took off from 

Pioggi Field next to Fiume, at a speed of around 86 km/h, 

and after making a few circuits he flew towards Monte   

Maggiore and ascended to 1000m.  At the resort of Opatija, 

he dropped a parcel near the shore, which contained some 

postcards he had printed, tied together with ribbons of the 

Hungarian and Fiume official colours. The crowds went 

wild, and he was received with a standing ovation by the 

10,000 spectators. He then headed in the direction of                  

Lovrana where he dropped another parcel and turned towards 

the Island of Cherso to drop a third one. 

     Flying was made difficult by high winds coming from the 

sea, and by the time he reached Bocca Cove, he was well 

aware that the engine was not powerful enough to allow him 

to fly against the wind.  Prodam was forced to turn back  

towards Fiume, and as he approached the shore, a cylinder 

malfunctioned and he started loosing altitude, and as he tried 

to keep the machine airborne, the undercarriage was caught 

by wave.  The plane nosed-over, and Prodam was pitched 

into the central control pylon, where his face was badly   

lacerated by the steel wires. He threw himself into the sea 

and swam from the sinking machine.  Luckily, he was saved 

by fishermen working nearby (along with his parcel, which 

he prudently wrapped with water-resistant material). The 

postcards (an example is pictured above, at left) were deliv-

ered by the Opatija Postal Service, with the stamp OPATIJA 

17.V.12 HK, along with a 10 fillér “excess postage” stamp.  

On one side of the card LEVELEZŐLAP and CARTOLINA 

POSTALE (postcard in Hungarian and Italian) is printed, 

flew back to the hangars.  The local newspapers reported his 

success, which buoyed Prodam’s confidence.  Soon after, on 

July 20th Prodam competed for the 500 korona Sacelláry 

Prize – an award for the first person to fly a 1km circle in a 

Hungarian designed and built airplane.  He became airborne 

only after seven take-off attempts, however, at about the 

three-quarter mark and an altitude of 40m, the engine stalled.  

It went into a dive, and still 20m above the ground Prodam 

fell out of the cockpit, but miraculously survived almost    

unhurt.  The fragile aircraft was destroyed. 

     Undaunted, he co-financed the building of the Horváth 

IIIA.  This new design was much more solid than the former 

one, and it was equipped with a more powerful Daimler  

engine.  Prodam made several bold flights in it, and on          

November 4th, 1911 he became the first person to fly over 

the buildings of Budapest.  In foggy weather, he flew from 

the airfield to an altitude of 50m towards the town of     

Újpalota then turned south along the Danube River.         

Although such triumphs seem minor today, they must have 

been fantastic back when few people in the world had ever 

seen an aircraft.  Flying machines at that time were fragile 

and primitive – pilots had to manhandle their controls,     

literally pulling and bending their aircraft’s extremities in 

order to move through space, and Prodam had little more in 

his cockpit than a bicycle pump and a pressure gauge the size 

...continued from page 4 
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brations of St. Stephen’s Day, and on September 14th he 

participated in the Veszprém Air Show.  He made several 

flights on the 17th, 23rd, 25th, 26th and 28th of October near 

his airfield as well.  The Prodam II was also a wire-

reinforced wood, fabric-covered monoplane which weighed 

330kg and could carry 170kg (including 90kg of fuel). Its 

wingspan was 9m, length 8.25m and height 2.7m. 

     In the spring of 1914, while pilot Dobos was practicing 

for a competition to be held between the 19th and 26th, the 

Prodam II crashed.  Prodam cannibalized the engine to build 

his third airplane, in which he intended to take part in the 

national military airplane competition.  The best pilots of the 

day test flew the two-seater Prodam III, its rudder painted 

bright red, white and green.  Every pilot who tried out the 

new aircraft acknowledged its merits.  Prodam intended to 

unveil it at the Pöstyén competition, however, on June 12th, 

1912 after coming in for a landing on sandy ground, the 

plane stopped abruptly and nosed-over.  Prodam was trapped 

under the plane, suffered a concussion, and no less than 

twenty-five fractures.  He was rushed to hospital by ambu-

lance, but insisted on walking into the building on his own 

steam.  He “escaped” two weeks later, because he wasn’t 

allowed to smoke. 

     Unfortunately, the Prodam III never made it to the com-

petition.  We can only wonder how it would have faired, but 

along with a handwritten Légi posta (Airmail).  On the other 

side is Prodam’s name and photograph, with the inscription 

Un volo sopra il Quarnero (Flight over Quarnero) and an 

image of the Horváth IIIA.  Excited fans hoisted the soaking-

wet Guidó Prodam onto their shoulders, and the governor of 

Fiume presented him with a laurel wreath, along with several 

other valuable prizes.  Eight days later, his plane was fished 

out of the water from the depth of 60m.   

     Prodam returned to Budapest and started to build a new 

airplane with Ernő Horváth.  By April 10th, 1912 the new 

machine was ready – the Horváth IIIB, equipped with a 25hp 

Anzani power-plant. The aircraft made many successful 

flights - one of the most well-known was a demonstration in 

the town of Hatvan (see this issue’s cover).  He received an 

invitation to Nagybánya as well, where he was supposed to 

fly at an air show on August 5th during celebrations 

connected with the general assembly of the Hungarian 

Mining and Metallurgical Association (Magyar Bányászati 

és Kohászati Egyesület). The show was to be held in the 

afternoon, and in the morning of the same day Prodam made 

a trial flight.  He noticed that the port wing was deformed, 

and in spite of trying to steer the plane in that direction, the 

plane headed to starboard.  Wing-warping, or controlling the 

plane laterally by bending the wings up or down rather than 

using movable control surfaces (ailerons) was cutting-edge 

technology at that time, however, such problems were not 

uncommon.  He couldn’t immediately crash-land because of 

a large number of grazing cows in the vicinity, and as he 

looked for a safe spot, a heavy gust of wind tipped the plane 

over and he crashed. (An example of a Horváth III 

monoplane was purchased by the Hungarian Museum of 

Transportation in 1917 and was put on public display, 

however, the museum was bombed in 1944 and this aircraft, 

along with many other treasures, was destroyed.) 

     Prodam was taken to hospital with serious injuries.  After 

his recovery, he returned to the Hungarian capital, cancelled 

his partnership with Horváth, took over their co-owned    

hangar at Rákosmező Airfield, and started to build a plane of 

his own design.  He was awarded a 6000 korona grant from 

the government.  On January 25th, 1913 he participated in 

the general meeting of the Hungarian Aero Society (Magyar 

Aero Szövetség), and attended an aviation exhibition in Paris 

while on an official trip financed by a grant from the       

Ministry of Trade. After returning to Hungary, he finished 

building his new monoplane, complete with a 65hp Daimler 

engine.  He called it the Prodam I, and with fellow pilot   

István Dobos at the controls it reached 140km/h and an   

altitude of 1850m, breaking the Hungarian record.  Prodam 

received another 500 korona prize from the Hungarian Aero 

Society for his successful design.  The Prodam I was a wire-

reinforced wood, fabric-covered monoplane, powered by a 

65hp, four cylinder inline water-cooled Daimler engine.  Its 

wingspan was 9.7m, length 8.3m and height 3.7m. 

     By July 23rd, 1913 he was already finishing his second 

plane.  The Prodam II, decorated with a script “P” on the 

rudder, was built with a 100 HP engine specifically made for 

him by the Daimler Factory of Wiener-Neustadt.  With it he  

intended to participate in a competition in Vienna to win the 

Schicht Prize.  On August 20th, 1913 he flew above the cele-

Prodam poses in front 

of the Horváth IIIC 

PRIVATE COLLECTION 

Continued on page 10... 
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Guidó Prodam at the controls of the Prodam II 

GYÖRGY PUNKA ARCHIVES 
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The Prodam III Military Aircraft 

FROM A MAGYAR REPÜLÉS TÖRTÉNETE 
USED WITH PERMISSION 
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the order to join to the flying service. He then entered      

flying-officer’s school in Wiener-Neustadt in 1917, and after 

six weeks he joined the 48th Reconnaissance Company in 

Pergine, South Tyrol. 

     Prodam and his observer, First Lieutenant Ervin      

Hauptmann got their first taste of air combat during their first 

sortie, and Prodam became a hardened veteran after many 

further missions.  He was reassigned to an airfield near the 

village of Gardolo, north of Trident, South Tyrol, to the 17th 

Squadron.  On February 12th, 1918, he set out on a recon-

naissance mission with observer Gyula Marschalek in a 

Brandenburg CI airplane (No. 29.68), and at Assiagon they 

were attacked by Italian fighters.  Their engine took several 

hits and Prodam was severely wounded in his right arm, but 

eventually he managed to land the plane behind the Italian 

lines near Piovene.  Together, he and his observer were taken 

prisoner.  Prodam spent sixteen months in captivity in Vares, 

and later, due to his severe injuries, he was sent to a hospital 

in Milan (although he was officially listed in Hungary as 

killed in action).  He returned to Hungary in the summer of 

1919, and was classified as 100% war disabled (his right arm 

never healed, and remained paralyzed). 

     Life for Prodam must have been particularly difficult      

in post-WWI Hungary, but despite the enormous traumas   

he suffered, he remained as determined as ever.  He earned 

his Budapest pharmacy licence in 1929, and operated his 

own pharmacy, called the Rokkant Sas (Disabled Eagle)  

until 1934.  Meanwhile, he remained very active in the   

Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association and was entrusted 

with a vice-president’s position in one of the main          

chapters. Guidó Prodam died on July 1st, 1948 (some 

sources list the day as the 4th) and was buried in the New 

Cemetery (Új Köztemető), plot No. 16/X-1-36. There is a 

street named after him in Mátyásföld, today’s XVI District  

of Budapest. 

it clearly was early 20th century high-tech – and bore a  

striking resemblance to the famous fighters like the Fokker 

EIII and the Morane-Saulnier “Bullet” that came after it.  

The Prodam III Monoplane was of the same construction as 

its predecessors and was powered by a 100hp, four cylinder 

inline water-cooled Daimler engine and weighed 330kg. Its 

wingspan was 8.75m, length 8.5m and height 2.4m. 

     Next, the perpetually busy Prodam founded a syndicate 

with Count Géza Andrássy, Jenő Polnay, engineer Dezső 

Dobrovay, and the English-Austrian Bank, to build airplanes 

and produce aircraft engines. The plan was to produce     

Farman-type planes and Clerget engines and later they     

intended to produce Prodam designed aircraft.  They sold an 

airplane, a rotary engine and an aircraft radio apparatus to 

the army, but sadly, the plane collided with an airship, and 

both were lost.  The work of the syndicate soon ended, due to 

the outbreak of World War I. 

     Prodam immediately volunteered for flying service, but 

was deemed unfit because of his numerous injuries.  Finally, 

on January 2nd, 1915 he was accepted as a division leader in 

a military automotive workshop.  He reapplied for the flying 

corps again, and he was informed that he could only become 

a military pilot after having acquired an officer’s commission 

and spending at least four months on the frontline. 

     Eventually, in January of 1916, he joined the 72nd      

Infantry Regiment of Nagyszombat, and was assigned to the 

officer’s school in Esztergom, from which he returned to   

his regiment at Pozsony.  After continuously volunteering for 

frontline service, he was eventually sent to the Italian Front, 

and ordered to attend field officer’s school.  From the rank of 

corporal he was promoted to officer candidate sergeant, and 

was back on the front lines, fighting heroically through the 

11th Italian offensive. After being promoted to officer     

candidate, he became ill, and while recovering he received 

…continued from page 7 

Prodam next to his Prodam III monoplane 
GYÖRGY PUNKA ARCHIVES 
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The Brandenburg CI Reconnaissance Aircraft 

FROM A MAGYAR REPÜLÉS TÖRTÉNETE 
USED WITH PERMISSION 
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Photo and thumbnail bio of Prodam 

from the 1938 Frontline Fighters’ 

Association Yearbook: 
 

Guidó Prodam Sr.  Lottery ticket vendor, 

Reserve Lieutenant. Born in 1882 in Fiume. 

Address: 35 Budafoki St., District XI, Budapest. 

Joined the 72nd Squadron* in Budapest. 

From September of 1916 until he was shot down, 

he served as a pilot on the Italian Front. 

He took part in every battle of the ninth, tenth 

and eleventh offensive. Severely wounded by an 

explosive shell in aerial combat. Declared 100% 

war-disabled. Italian prisoner of war from 

February 10th, 1918 until March 30th, 1919. 

Decorations: Two awards of the First Class Silver 

Bravery Medal, Emperor Charles’ Troops’ Cross,  

Medal for the Wounded, Hungarian WWI 

Commemorative Medal, Austrian WWI 

Commemorative Medal, and the Tirolian 

WWI Commemorative Medal. 

A Frontline Fighters’ Association member 

in good standing and the main chapter 

vice-president.  From the very beginning, 

he has enthusiastically taken part in the 

organization of the veterans’ movement. 
 

*This is a period typo, which should read: 

“72nd Infantry Regiment.” 

 

Right: A portrait of Guidó Prodam 

taken in the late 1930s or early 1940s. 
 

He wears the uniform of the Frontline 

Fighters’ Association with two gold shoulder 

straps, indicating that he was a former officer 

in a position of leadership within the 

organization.  Vice-presidents generally 

wore triangular collar insignia, however, 

his are either worn in a non-regulation 

manner or are of a unique pattern. 
 

His medals are a little jumbled – 

two Large Silver Bravery Medals and a 

Bronze one, the Emperor Charles’ Troops’ 

Cross and the Medal for the Wounded 

dangles from its ribbon decorated with the 

War Disabled Badge. 

The Hungarian WWI Commemorative 

Medal follows these but is somewhat hidden, 

and then comes a Prussian WWI 

Veteran’s Cross, and the Austrian and 

Tyrolean WWI Commemorative Medals. 

(It looks as though there also may 

be a ribbon for a tenth medal.) 
 

On his right pocket he wears 

his World War I Field Pilot’s Badge, 

and on the left is the Frontline Fighters’ 

Association Badge of Honour. 

The significance of his lanyard is unknown. 

CZINK COLLECTION 
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In this period-colourized photo at left, we can 

see the unusual chevrons worn on this member’s 

collar. Note their dark colour and what looks like 

soutache braid on their edges.  Officially, regular 

members wore only one shoulder cord, however, 

this man’s example seems to be more elaborate, 

and has a light-coloured cloth underlay. 

 

Opposite page: 

Some of the leaders of the Frontline Fighters’ 

Association stand with a group of men wearing the 

same unusual collar insignia on their greatcoats, 

 along with the decorative lanyard.  Bayonets can be 

seen on the belts of some of the men, and one 

member wears a pistol, which is highly unusual. 

 

 

*One point toward either the IHMHPS 

Service Crosses or the IHMHPS 2014-2018 

Commemorative Cross, plus a prize, 

will be awarded to anyone who can supply 

concrete evidence regarding these details. 

This can be in the form of more photographs 

which will shed light on why this particular 

group wore this insignia and sidearm, 

pertinent written documentation, 

or an actual example of the collar 

badges or shoulder-straps. 

Take part in the first comprehensive documentation of this important 

historical Hungarian institution - the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association. 

There may be a crucial missing detail among your family photos or in your 

collection, or you may notice an obscure insignia at a flea market. 

Please make note of the images and information provided in our 

Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association Identification Challenge pages!* 
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P. Cz. 

     Very little documentation exists regarding the uniforms and rank system of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association.  

I intend to remedy the situation over the 2014-2018 centenary, and publish detailed material regarding this overlooked segment 

of Hungarian military history. Like many para-military organisations, this association tolerated more variation in their        

uniforms and insignia than that of the regular armed forces.  I have already compiled the information concerning standard rank 

badges, however, there are some anomalies which need to be identified.   

     The photo on this page exhibits four unusual aspects which need to be clarified.  The most significant of these are the   

chevrons worn on the collar.  I believe that this insignia may have been used by a particular chapter in order to distinguish  

itself, or perhaps as a sign of affiliation with another organization such as the Egyetemi Lövészegyesület (the “University Rifle 

Association” - an inter-war paramilitary organisation associated with the veterans). 

     The shoulder cord with its cloth underlay is also quite unusual, as is the decorative lanyard. Finally, members of the    

Frontline Fighters’ Association did not wear bayonets or weapons of any kind.  The two photos on the opposite page illustrate 

men wearing these same variations during the November 6th, 1938 celebrations in the city of Komárom, when it was          

reclaimed by Hungary.  I have not encountered these details in any other photographs. 
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